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Abstract Typically, locomotion has been studied by
restricting the animal’s path and/or speed, focusing on
stride and step kinematics. Here we incorporate mea-
surements of the legs and trunk in the support and
swing phases, during trotting with various speeds and
curvatures. This paradigm releases the animal from the
conWnes of the treadmill and runway into the open
space. The diagonal step, a new unit of locomotion, is
deWned by regarding the line between the two support-
ing diagonal legs as a frame of reference for the
description of the dynamics of the virtual line between
the two swinging diagonal legs. This analysis reveals
that during free trotting the mouse uses three types of
steps: Wxating, opening, and closing steps. During pro-
gression along a straight path, the mouse uses Wxating
steps, in which the swinging diagonal maintains a Wxed
direction, landing on the supporting foreleg; during
progression along a curved path the mouse uses open-
ing and closing steps alternately. If two steps of the
same type are performed sequentially, they engender
an abrupt change of direction. Our results reveal how
steering with the swinging diagonal, while using a virtu-
ally bipedal gait, engenders the whole repertoire of
free-trotting behavior.

Keywords C57 mice · Locomotion · Gait · Turning · 
Curve walking

Introduction

The study of locomotion is conducted in the frame-
work of two units—the step and the stride. Studies on
step structure focus on general step properties such as
length and width (Ogura et al. 2001; Kiriyama et al.
2005), while studies on stride structure focus on phase
relations (Domenici et al. 1998; Golubitsky et al. 1999)
and footfall patterns (Hildebrand 1965, 1976, 1989). To
allow a comparison within each of these units,
researchers standardize the animal’s movement by
imposing a constraint, either on the path, (e.g., runway
Cheng et al. 1997; Jamon and Clarac 1997; Hamers
et al. 2001) or on path and speed, (e.g., treadmill
Leblond et al. 2003; Hampton et al. 2004; Kale et al.
2004). Research on the whole range of movement the
animal can perform is scarce, primarily because Wnding
a basis for comparing diVerent behaviors is a trouble-
some matter.

One way to approach this problem is to discern
within the behavior a common context, isolate its units,
and identify the parameters that engender the varia-
tion. For example, in his classical study of straight-path
locomotion, Hildebrand (1976) described the support
phase of each foot, then discerned a common context
of symmetrical gaits, isolated the stride, and identiWed
two parameters—percent of ground contact in stride
and phase relationship of fore to hind feet—that
engender the various symmetrical gaits. In this way he
could analyze within one framework the entire array of
symmetrical gaits, from trot to pace, and the whole
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range of speeds, from slow walking to fast running. The
description of gait in terms of four binary degrees of
freedom (each degree distinguishing between support
and swing in each leg), has been compressed into a
description in terms of two continuous degrees of free-
dom (% ground contact and relative phase).

A basic assumption in this type of studies is that the
stride and the step are relatively Wxed units. While this
is valid for straight-path-constant-speed progression, it
becomes problematic when applied to free locomotion.
For example, when free gait consists of a mixture of
straight-path, curved-path, accelerating, and decelerat-
ing steps, diVerent splicing into strides would yield
respectively diVerent results. To study free gait, it is
thus necessary to discern a context that would be com-
mon to segments of progression of various curvatures
and speeds, and isolate the appropriate units and
parameters.

Our observation of free locomotion in C57BL/6J
mice revealed that 80% of their locomotion is per-
formed by trotting—using alternating diagonal pairs of
limbs (Fig. S1). Thus, we regard the trot as the com-
mon context, and the coupled steps of each diagonal
pair as its elementary units. The trot is a ‘two-beat’ gait
(Hildebrand 1965; Lee et al. 1999) in which each pair
of diagonal legs provides a functional shift-of-weight
unit, by alternating between support and swing. There-
fore, we treat each two-legged swing performed on top
of a two-legged support as a diagonal step and refer to
it, henceforth, as a ‘diagonal step’ or ‘step’.

Studies on quadrupeds trotting along a straight path
focus on the supporting diagonals and disregard the
dynamics of the swinging diagonals. Whereas this type
of description is suYcient for uniform straight-path
locomotion, it is not adequate for free locomotion,
where the trajectory during swing is variable—an
essential component of free locomotion. Because the
supporting diagonal is anchored, steering must be med-
iated by a change of direction of the swinging diagonal.

Here, we chose to describe the trajectory of the
swinging diagonal in reference to the supporting diago-
nal, which functions as the basis for movement and
thus provides a natural momentary origin of axes (Esh-
kol and Harries 2001).

The path traced by a free-locomoting animal is gen-
erated by steering (shift of front) and progression
(Eshkol and Harries 2001). Its analysis should, there-
fore, lead to an examination of the way in which shift
of front is brought about. Studies addressing shift of
front in a constrained setup have been performed in
decapods (Domenici et al. 1998, 1999; Copp and Jamon
2001), hexapods (Jindrich and Full 1999; Durr and
Ebeling 2005), quadrupeds (Eilam 1994; KafkaW and

Golani 1998), and bipeds (Courtine and Schieppati
2003; Kiriyama et al. 2005). The amount of shift of
front is typically measured either cumulatively by a
rotometer (Zimmerberg et al. 1986; Nielsen et al.
1999), or per time unit (Durr and Ebeling 2005). Here
we deWne the diagonal step as a building block, and use
it for parsing the continuous shift of front into amount-
per-step units. This allows us to examine the relation-
ship between stepping and shift of front.

The terms ‘opening step’, ‘closing step’, rotations
around the ‘inside’ supporting hind leg, and around the
‘outside’ supporting hind leg, which were used in our
lab to indicate the relationship between the direction
of turning and the stepping leg (Szechtman et al. 1985;
Copp and Jamon 2001) were adopted from Eshkol and
Wachman (1958). Here we extend the deWnition of
these terms to encompass the relationship between the
direction of turning and the stepping diagonal. As a
consequence, we can expand the common framework
used for straight-path locomotion in bipeds, quadru-
peds, hexapods, and octapeds (Full 1989; Dickinson
et al. 2000) to also include free locomotion.

Turning has been studied in pharmacological (e.g.,
Szechtman et al. 1985; Cools et al. 1989; Ziegler and
Szechtman 1990), genetic (e.g., Ogura et al. 2001; Petti-
bone et al. 2002), and neurological (e.g., Mead et al.
1996; Hampton et al. 2004) preparations. It has long
been suggested that there is a considerable need for a
system that cannot only quantify turns, but also charac-
terize the way in which they are generated (Schwarting
et al. 1996; Copp and Jamon 2001; Ogura et al. 2001;
Walter 2003; Vidal et al. 2004). The twofold descrip-
tion of turning behavior in terms of shift of front and
multi-limb coordination presented here could provide
a solution to this need.

Materials and methods

Animals

Six female mice C57BL/6JOlaHsd were used in this
study. Animals were kept in a 12:12 reversed light cycle
(light 8:00 p.m.–8:00 a.m.), and housed three per cage
under standard conditions of 22°C room temperature
with water and food ad libitum. The animals were
housed in their cages for at least 2 weeks before testing.

Setup

Mice were Wlmed from below at 50 half frames per sec-
ond while moving freely on a glass surface in an
enclosed circular arena. The arena’s diameter was
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80 cm, and the height of its wall was 20 cm. The glass
surface was marked by grid points (2 mm £ 2 mm, at
10 cm intervals) that were later used as Wxed reference
points for subtracting the movement of the camera. An
8 cm in diameter tube was installed in the center of the
arena’s roof. This tube was used to introduce the mice
into the arena. A video camera (Sony 150PD), which
was attached to a small trolley beneath the glass sur-
face, was moved manually to track the mice. The appa-
ratus was lit from below by two 250 W cold neon lights.

Procedure

Each mouse was anesthetized with isoXurane in order
to apply the markers (2 mm £ 2 mm stickers). The
markers were placed along the midsagittal axis in Wve
positions: (1) behind the mouth, (2) in the center of the
shoulder girdle, (3) at the base of the sternum, (4) in
the center of the pelvic girdle, (5) at the base of the tail.
In addition, the center of each hind foot was marked
with a black marker. Fore feet were tracked without
the aid of markers.

Each mouse was given 5 min to recuperate, and then
placed in the center tube for an additional 10-min accli-
mation period. After this period the tube was lifted and
the mouse was released into the arena and tracked
manually by the experimenter. Each mouse was Wlmed
for 10 min after which the glass surface was cleaned
with ethanol.

Data acquisition

The Wlms were digitized using the EzVideo 1.12 soft-
ware (Canopus Co., Ltd; http://www.canopus.com),
which allows capturing and transferring of digital video
from the camcorder to the computer. The longest
sequences of continuous locomotion were selected out
of each 10 min Wlm. These sequences did not include
long lingering episodes, bouts of locomotion inter-
rupted by stops, and meddling-with-wall episodes. It
should be noted that the criteria for choosing a
sequence were as broad as possible so as not to limit
the analysis beforehand to certain types of locomotion.
For each animal, sequences were added up until they
amounted to a sum total of at least 30 s; with the lon-
gest sequence lasting 22.3 s and the shortest 2.5 s. Dur-
ing these sequences the mice trotted at a mean speed of
25 cm/s with a lower quartile of 20 cm/s and an upper
quartile of 30 cm/s. Maximal speed did not exceed
50 cm/s due to constraints imposed by arena size. The
markers were tracked using the WINanalyze® (Mikro-
mak Service) software which provided the Cartesian
coordinates of the marker in reference to the moving

frame. In order to subtract the movement of the cam-
era, the grid points on the glass were also tracked and
used as a Wxed frame of reference. A linear transforma-
tion was used to calculate the translocation and rota-
tion of the camera. In each frame, the Wve body
markers and the 4 ft were tracked. In addition, the
frames in which each foot established and released
contact were recorded manually.

Data preparation and analysis

The raw data obtained from the tracking system were
smoothed using a specialized algorithm implemented
in the stand-alone program ‘SEE Path Smoother’ (Hen
et al. 2004), which uses the LOWESS and the
Repeated Running Medians algorithms. This proce-
dure produces reliable estimates of momentary posi-
tions and speeds during locomotion.

Trot recognition algorithm

An algorithm was developed in the Mathematica 5.1®

software (Wolfram Research Inc. 2005) to locate trot
bouts within the locomotion sequences, and partition
them into steps (see Supplementary Material).

Calculation of shift of front

To measure the changes in direction of the whole ani-
mal, we calculated its shift of front per diagonal step.
The shift of front was deWned as the diVerence between
the direction of the animal’s trunk at the end and its
direction at the beginning of each step. The trunk was
deWned as the segment that connected the point on the
shoulder girdle with the point on the pelvic girdle.
Note that the shift of front was not measured per frame
nor with a sliding window, rather, it was partitioned
into portions that were deWned by the steps them-
selves.

Regression models

In Fig. 4a, b regression was performed separately on
the positive and negative parts of each graph. The data
that were included in the regression model were steps
in which the shift of front was larger than the upper
quartile (red clusters). By regarding only data from the
upper quartile we obtained two separate clusters, with-
out the cluster of straight steps that united them.

To compare the slopes of positive and negative
changes of direction in Fig. 4d, we constructed a
regression model using a dummy variable. Both shift of
front and change of direction between the diagonals

http://www.canopus.com
http://www.canopus.com
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were taken in their absolute values with the dummy
variable marking the former sign of the change of
direction. In this way, we were able to check the signiW-
cance of the diVerence between the slopes.

Results

Viewing free trotting as a progression of two lines 
in the plane

Figure 1 presents an example of two successive diago-
nal steps. The supporting diagonal, represented by a
thick line, functions as the basis for movement,
whereas the swinging diagonal, represented by a thin
line, functions as the moving virtual limb. Since the
supporting diagonal carries the weight of the body we
refer to it henceforth as the heavy diagonal. Accord-
ingly, we refer to the swinging diagonal as the light
diagonal (Eshkol and Harries 2001). This allows us to
regard the mouse’s movement as the displacement of
two lines in the plane: during each step, one line
remains Wxed (heavy) while the other slides along it
(light).

Representing diagonal steps as two-dimensional curves

The movement of the light diagonals is visualized in
Fig. 2, which presents two sequences of forward pro-
gression, one along a straight path, and another along a
curved path. In this Wgure, the movement of the light
diagonals sweeps out traces that allow us to view the
unfolding of the whole movement. During progression
along a straight path (Fig. 2a), the light diagonal main-
tains a Wxed direction in relation to the heavy diagonal,
landing on the heavy foreleg (i.e., the step ends when
the swinging virtual limb aligns with the heavy foreleg).
Upon landing, the light diagonal becomes heavy, and
the heavy diagonal ends its support phase. It then
becomes the new light diagonal, sweeping out an
almost identical trace on the new heavy diagonal, and
so forth. During progression along a curved path
(Fig. 2b), the light diagonals change their direction in
relation to the heavy diagonals, landing at a distance
from the heavy forelegs. The Wgure depicts two types
of traces. In steps 1, 3, and 5, the direction of the light
diagonals (thin blue lines) converges toward the direc-
tion of the heavy diagonals (thick red lines), and the
light diagonals land ahead of the heavy foreleg. In

Fig. 1 A ventral frame-by-frame view (1 frame = 1/50 s) of two
successive diagonal steps of a trotting C57 mouse. In each frame,
the supporting (heavy) diagonal is represented by a thick line and
the swinging (light) diagonal by a thin line. The two colors denote

the two respective diagonals. In the Wrst step, the green diagonal
starts the swing phase at frame 1, ‘slides’ along the supporting red
diagonal, and ends the swing phase on the sixth frame. In the sec-
ond step the two diagonals exchange roles
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steps 2, 4, and 6, the direction of the light diagonals
(thin red lines) diverges from the direction of the heavy
diagonals (thick blue lines), and the light diagonals
land behind the heavy foreleg.

Since the heavy diagonal is the basis for movement,
we calculate the light diagonal’s momentary direction
and position in reference to it. The direction (from
hind- to foreleg) is described in terms of the deviation
(in degrees) of the light diagonal from that of the heavy
diagonal. The position is described in terms of the
point of intersection of the light diagonal with the
heavy diagonal. The position is normalized by deWning
the heavy foreleg as the zero point and the heavy hind
leg as the unit point (see inset in Fig. 2). This is because
the heavy foreleg emerged as a reference point for the
landing of the light diagonal (see Sect. ’Discussion’ and
Fig. 2a, b). In this way the heavy foreleg becomes a
point of reference, and any deviation from it is empha-
sized. Thus, each step is represented by a series of two-
dimensional points (momentary direction and normal-
ized momentary point of intersection; for a detailed
exposition see Fig. S2). The heavy diagonal alternates
between steps, imposing a respective switch in the
frame of reference (Figs. 1, 2). Therefore, we also spec-
ify the heavy diagonal for each step. As will be shown
later, a description in these terms, although not exhaus-

tive, is suYciently informative for articulating the
structure of free trotting.

Figure 3a presents an example of a segment of free
locomotion performed by a mouse (see supplementary
data for video clip). Each step is represented by a
curve, and each curve is comprised of a series of suc-
cessive two-dimensional points (direction, and normal-
ized intersection point). Because the light diagonal
always moves in the direction of the heavy foreleg—
deWned as the zero coordinate of the x-axis—each line
is generated from right to left. Therefore, the left end
of a line represents the landing point in that step. The
temporal order is thus represented in Fig. 3a only at
the level of the single step, whereas the sequential
order of the steps is absent.

Classifying diagonal steps into three types

Three main types of curves are evident in Fig. 3a: lines
that are parallel to the x-axis, lines with a positive
slope, and lines with a negative slope (the green col-
ored lines, which are a subtype of the lines with a nega-
tive slope, are discussed in the explanation of example
d in Fig. 7).

Lines parallel to the x-axis are also characterized by
a near-zero minimal x value. The fact that the line is

Fig. 2 The unfolding of two free-trotting sequences. Traces gen-
erated by the light diagonals during progression along a straight
path (a), and along a curved path (b), and their respective two-
dimensional representations (c, d). In a, b the heavy diagonals are
represented by thick lines and the light diagonals by thin lines. The
numerals designate the sequential order of the steps. The polygons
represent the wake of the light diagonals. The diVerent shades of

red represent one diagonal and the shades of blue the other diago-
nal. The green arrows depict the animal’s trunk at the end of each
step. (c, d) show the two-dimensional curves of the steps depicted
in a and b, with their corresponding colors and numerical order
(for further explanation see text and Fig. 3). Note that similar
polygons are represented by similar curves. Inset shows calcula-
tion method for direction (!) and normalized intersection point (d).
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parallel to the x-axis means that the direction of the
light diagonal remains Wxed throughout the step. A
minimal x value near 0 means that at the end of the

step the light diagonal reaches the heavy foreleg
(Fig. 3b). This is the most common type of step, and we
will refer to it henceforth, as a Wxating step. A series of

Fig. 3 a A two-dimensional 
representation of the direc-
tion of the light diagonal and 
the intersection point be-
tween the diagonals, in a sin-
gle trot bout. Each curve 
represents a step. Each color 
denotes a speciWc step type: 
gray—Wxating steps, green 
and blue—opening steps, and 
orange—closing steps. b–d 
Examples of the three step 
types. Each step is presented 
from left to right. The thick-
ness and the colors of the lines 
are as in Fig. 1. b Fixating 
step, c opening step, and d 
closing step
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such steps is presented in Fig. 2a, with their corre-
sponding curves in Fig. 2c.

Lines with a negative slope are also characterized by
a positive minimal x value. The negative slope means
that the light diagonal increases the diVerence between
its own direction and the direction of the heavy diago-
nal. The positive minimal x value means that at the end
of the step the light diagonal stops short of the heavy
foreleg (Fig. 3c). In this type of step the direction of the
light diagonal diverges from that of the heavy diagonal.
Therefore, we will refer to it henceforth, as an opening
step. Examples of this type are steps 2, 4, and 6, in the
sequence presented in Fig. 2b, with their correspond-
ing curves in Fig. 2d.

Lines with a positive slope are also characterized by
a negative minimal x value. The positive slope means
that the light diagonal reduces the diVerence between
its own direction and the direction of the heavy diago-
nal. The negative minimal x value means that by the
end of the step the light diagonal crosses over the
heavy foreleg (Fig. 3d). In this type of step the direc-
tion of the light diagonal converges to that of the heavy
diagonal. Therefore, we will refer to it henceforth, as a
closing step. Examples of this type are steps 1, 3, and 5,
in the sequence presented in Fig. 2b, with their corre-
sponding curves in Fig. 2d.

The sequence of forward progression along a
straight path in Fig. 2a suggests that throughout Wxat-
ing steps the mouse maintains its course of progression
with almost no change in the orientation of the trunk
(no shift of front). On the other hand, Fig. 2b suggests
that opening and closing steps are used alternately by
the mouse during the performance of turns.

The relations between the step measures and per-step 
shift of front support classiWcation into three step types

To study the relations between the types of steps and
the amount of shift of front, we represent each line (as
in Fig. 3a) by three measures that characterize it.

(1) Total change of direction performed by the light
diagonal throughout the step (change of direction).

(2) Final point of intersection between the diagonals
(landing intersection point).

(3) Final direction of light diagonal in reference to
heavy diagonal (landing direction).

The Wrst measure describes the amount of movement
performed by the light diagonal, and the last two mea-
sures combined describe the Wnal position of the light
diagonal just before it becomes the heavy diagonal.

Shift of front is calculated for each step by subtract-
ing the direction of the torso at the end of the step,

from its direction at the beginning of the step. Thus,
shift of front is measured per diagonal step; neither per
frame, nor per turning bout (see Sect. ’Materials and
methods’).

Figure 4 presents a pair-wise scatter plot of the
above three measures for all steps belonging to all
mice. The color gradient represents the magnitude of
per-step shifts of front, with yellow designating small
shifts and dark red large shifts. Thus, each point in the
Wgure depicts two measures of the step, and the shift of
front associated with it.

An overview of all three plots reveals that the three
step measures are positively correlated. In other words,
the bigger is one of the measures, the bigger are the
other two. For example, the larger the change of direc-
tion of the light diagonal, the more caudal is the land-
ing intersection point, and the larger is the value of the
landing direction. In addition, in all three graphs, the
structure of the dependency on the positive side of the
x-axis diVers from the structure of the dependency on
the negative side. This is reXected by the diVerent
spread and diVerent orientation of the clusters on both
sides of the y-axis, which suggest that these clusters
represent two distinct populations. Finally, in all three
plots there is a dark cluster on the negative side of the
x-axis, a bright cluster near zero, and another dark
cluster on the positive side. This implies that the nega-
tive cluster consists of closing steps with large shift of
front, the central cluster consists of Wxating steps with
almost no shift of front, and the positive cluster con-
sists of opening steps, again with large shift of front.

An examination of Fig. 4c, which presents the two
measures used for the classiWcation of step types, con-
Wrms that the vast majority of steps agree with our
three-type classiWcation. The yellow cluster shows that
small changes of direction are associated with near-
zero landing intersection points and with almost no
shift of front, in accordance with the deWnition of Wxat-
ing steps. The dark cluster in the Wrst quadrant, simi-
larly, shows that positive changes of direction are
associated with positive landing intersection points and
with a large shift of front, again in accordance with the
deWnition of an opening step. The same applies to the
dark cluster in the third quadrant and to the deWnition
of a closing step.

Figure 4b, shows the landing direction as a function
of the landing intersection point. Each point in the
Wgure represents the posture in which the mouse con-
cluded a step. Therefore, it can be regarded as a magni-
Wcation of the left ends of the lines presented in
Figs. 2c, d and 3a. To compare the relations between
these two measures in the two step types, we calculated
a regression line for each dark cluster (see
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Sect. ’Materials and methods’). The slope of the
regression line of the opening steps (positive side) is
1.2 (SE 0.129; R2 0.319) and it is steeper (P-value for
the diVerence <0.001) than that of the closing steps
(negative side), which is 0.5 (SE 0.051; R2 0.379). In
addition, the spread of the points around the regres-
sion line, which reXects the strength of the correlation,
is narrower (P-value for the diVerence <0.001, using F-
test for equality of variance) in the closing steps (SD
residuals 0.096) than in the opening steps (SD residuals
0.169). Finally, the range of the landing intersection
point in the closing steps is twice as wide as that of the
opening steps. The diVerence in the range of the land-
ing intersection point implies that in opening steps, this
measure is more constrained, i.e., the landing intersec-
tion point is limited in the caudal direction, presum-
ably, by the amount of lateral bending that can be
performed by the mouse. In contrast, the milder slope
and the stronger correlation in closing steps imply that
in this type of steps the landing direction is relatively
constrained.

In Fig. 4a we plot the landing direction as a function
of the change of direction of the light diagonal. The

change of direction is calculated by subtracting the
direction of the light diagonal at takeoV, from its land-
ing direction. Had the takeoV and landing directions
been independent, a slope of 1 would have been
expected between the two measures of the graph. The
regression results reveal that both slopes are smaller
than 1 (P-value for positive side = 0.043, P-value for
negative side <0.001), with the slope of the opening
steps being closer to 1 (slope 0.87; SE 0.073; R2 0.464;
SD residuals 0.125) than that of the closing steps (slope
0.3; SE 0.052; R2 0.176; SD residuals 0.115; P-value for
the diVerence <0.001). These results imply that
although the landing direction is constrained in both
step types, the constraint is signiWcantly stronger in the
closing steps. This further supports the observation
made in Fig. 4b regarding the limitation imposed on
the landing direction during closing steps.

Two anatomical constraints impose this limitation,
one involving the hindquarters and one involving the
forequarters. (1) Forward progression of a stepping
hind leg is partly brought about by a rotation of the
pelvis on the contralateral heavy hind leg, a rotation
which displaces the hip joint of the stepping leg

Fig. 4 A pair-wise scatter plot of the three step measures of all
steps, pooled over all mice. The color gradient represents the
magnitude of per-step shifts of front, with yellow representing
smaller than median (3.5°) values, orange—values between medi-
an and upper quartile (8°), red—values between upper quartile
and quantile 0.9 (14.2°), and dark red—between quantile 0.9 and
maximal (38°) values. a Change of direction vs. landing direction,
b landing intersection point vs. landing direction, c change of
direction vs. landing intersection point. In (a) and (b) the gray ar-
eas represent the regression line §SE of the residuals (see

Sect. ’Materials and methods’). The three distinct clusters of col-
ored points represent the three diVerent step types (yellow—Wx-
ating steps, red—closing and opening steps). d Change of
direction vs. absolute shift of front. The second quadrant is ‘fold-
ed’ and superimposed (in red) on the Wrst quadrant (in blue) for
comparison. As shown, the regression line of the opening steps
(blue) is steeper, which means that for the same amount of shift
of front, the mouse has to perform a bigger change in the direc-
tion of the light diagonal in closing steps
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forward (Fig. 5). During the performance of an open-
ing step, this rotation is agonistic to the direction of the
turn. In the illustration presented in Fig. 5a, the mouse
turns clockwise, and the pelvis also rotates clockwise.
In contrast, during the performance of a closing step
these two rotations are antagonistic. In the illustration
presented in Fig. 5b, the mouse turns counterclock-
wise, but the pelvis rotates clockwise. The performance
of two antagonistic rotations by a short-trunked animal
limits the landing direction of the light diagonal. (2)
During a closing step, the light foreleg steps in the
direction of the heavy foreleg, occasionally crossing
over it (Fig. 3d). The anatomical constraint on the
amount of crossing over limits the landing direction of
the light diagonal.

Examination of the relationship between the step
measures and shift of front revealed that, out of the
three measures, the change of direction of the light
diagonal seems to provide the clearest partitioning of
shifts of front into distinct classes (Fig. 4a–c); there-
fore, we will next focus on the relationship between
them.

Figure 4d depicts the linear relationship between the
change of direction of the light diagonal and shift of
front. It is also evident that the slope on the negative
side (closing steps) is milder than the slope on the posi-
tive side (opening steps). To examine this diVerence we
reXect the data points of the closing steps on the posi-
tive side of the graph, and construct a regression model
that establishes whether the diVerence between the
regression lines of the two types of steps is statistically

signiWcant (see Sect. ’Materials and methods’). The
results show that there is a strong linear connection
between the two variables (R2 0.873) and that there is a
signiWcant diVerence between the slopes, with the clos-
ing steps’ slope being 0.516 (SE 0.007) and the opening
steps’ slope being 0.595 (P-value for slope coeYcient of
the dummy variable <0.001; SE 0.011). The meaning of
this diVerence is that for the same amount of shift of
front, the mouse has to perform a bigger change in the
direction of the light diagonal in closing steps. This
could be because in closing steps a larger change of
direction is required to counteract the antagonistic
rotation of the pelvis (as with the constraints imposed
on the landing direction). Note, however, that in spite
of this diVerence, large shifts of front are performed
both with opening and closing steps (Fig. 4d).

The stability of the light diagonal’s characteristics 
during Wxating steps

Having characterized the three types of steps and asso-
ciating them with their respective classes of shift of
front, we now pursue the opposite direction, of Wrst
characterizing quantitatively genuine classes of shift of
front and only then examining the stepping types asso-
ciated with them.

To obtain a genuine straight-path class and a genu-
ine curved-path class of shifts of font we use two deWn-
ing cutoV points separated by a large safety range. The
value of the Wrst cutoV point is 3.5°, which is the
median of all the shifts of front recorded in this study,
and the value of the second cutoV point is 9°, which is
the minimal value in the dent between the two density
components in Fig. 6a. The large safety range separat-
ing the two cutoV values guarantees that every step
smaller than the Wrst would belong to the straight-path
class (high density—low value component), and every
step bigger than the second would belong to the
curved-path class (low density—high value compo-
nent). Steps belonging to the range between the two
cutoV points remain undeWned and untreated.

The linkage between the amount of shift of front
and the three step types, which is demonstrated in
Fig. 4, implies that the straight-path class is comprised
of Wxating steps. To support the preliminary impres-
sion of the stereotypy of Wxating steps we compare the
variability of straight-path steps (below the 3.5° cutoV
point) to that of all the other steps (above the 3.5°
cutoV point). Figure 6b presents the ratio between
these variabilities per mouse, for each of the three
measures. A one-sided Student’s t-test, examining
whether the ratio diVers signiWcantly from the equal
variability result of 1, reveals signiWcant diVerences in

Fig. 5 The relationship between the rotation of the trunk and the
rotation of the pelvis in the two step types. The illustrations depict
the contours of the Wrst (gray) and last (black) frames in an open-
ing (a) and a closing (b) step. Arrows highlight the direction of
rotations. As shown, during opening steps the rotations are ago-
nistic, and during closing steps they are antagonistic
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the change of direction, landing intersection point, and
landing direction (P-values 0.003, 0.03 and 0.003,
respectively). Fixating steps are, thus, more stereo-
typed than all the other steps, on all three measures. In
particular, the relative stereotypy in the change of
direction reXects a kinematic mechanism that ensures a
stability of direction throughout the step. This stability
is demonstrated in Fig. 6c, which shows the coeYcient
of variation of the within step direction, calculated per
step, for each mouse separately. The diVerence,
evident in the Wgure, was found to be signiWcant
(P-value < 0.001), using a two-way mixed ANOVA test
in which the class was a Wxed factor and the mouse a
mixed factor (KafkaW et al. 2005). Thus, Wxating steps
involve a near zero change in direction, a relatively sta-
ble direction of the light diagonal across the step, and a
close to zero shift of front per step.

How step types are concatenated to generate various 
paths

Having established the diagonal steps as the building
blocks of free trotting, we now proceed to characterize
the way in which they concatenate. We use the 9° cutoV
point (Fig. 6a) to select the steps belonging to the
curved-path class, and devise an algorithm to detect
their sequences. The algorithm Wrst identiWes these
sequences, and then adds to each its preceding step and
its anteceding step. These extended sequences, if

performed in succession, are joined into still longer
sequences. The output of the algorithm consists of all
curved-path sequences, with at most two non-curved
path steps between them, leaving out all straight-path
sequences.

Figure 7 presents six prototypic examples of the ways
in which curved-path sequences are generated. In each
example, the x-axis represents the temporal order of
steps, and the y-axes the values of the four step mea-
sures. It should be noted that in this Wgure, shift of front
is represented in terms of both magnitude and direction
(left, positive; right, negative). Example 7a depicts the
simplest sequence, which consists of a single curved-
path step, in this case a closing step, preceded and fol-
lowed by a Wxating step. The sequence in example 7b is
comprised of two curved-path steps, again, preceded
and followed by a Wxating step. This sequence illustrates
how a continuous shift of front in one direction (red
line) is composed of two opposing-but-complementary
curved-path steps. The Wrst is an opening step, with a
positive change of direction (blue), a positive landing
intersection point (green), and a landing direction
(cyan) that diverges positively from the typical straight-
path value (dashed gray line). The second is a closing
step, with a negative change of direction, a negative
landing intersection point, and an almost typical
straight-path value of the landing direction. Note that
the linkage between the measures’ values in this and all
the other examples coincides with the deWnition of the

Fig. 6 a Density plot of absolute shift of front per step, for all
steps in all mice. The dashed vertical line designates the threshold
for straight-path steps, and the continuous vertical line designates
the threshold for curved-path steps. b The variance ratio between
non-straight steps and straight steps in each of the three mea-
sures. Equality of variances is designated by the dashed line. All
three ratios are signiWcantly higher than one, implying relative

constancy during straight-path steps. c Boxplot summaries of the
coeYcients of variation of the light diagonal’s direction through-
out a step. Boxplots are presented for each mouse separately,
comparing straight (light gray) vs. non-straight (dark gray) steps.
A mixed ANOVA model reveals that the direction of the light
diagonal is more stable in straight-path steps
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step types (text related to Fig. 3). Example 7c presents
an even longer sequence, comprised of six curved-path
steps. To generate a continuous shift of front in the
same direction, the mouse concatenates opening and
closing steps in an alternate manner. This is reXected in
the alternation of the three step measures around the
typical straight-path values. In example 7d the curved-
path sequence is performed in two bouts separated by a
single Wxating step (step # 4).

The third step in this example constitutes a subtype of
opening steps, which are used to ‘reset’ the diagonals
into a straight-path posture. As shown, the shift of front
is relatively small in this step, but still within the range of
curved-path steps. Its change of direction is positive,
indicating that it is an opening step. Yet, its landing
intersection point and landing direction show values that
are typical of Wxating steps. This means that the Wnal
posture of the mouse in this step is similar to the Wnal
posture in Wxating steps, a posture which is accompanied
by a straight body. By performing this subtype, the
mouse concludes a part of the turn, and straightens. The
straightening, which constitutes a pause in the curved-
path sequence, is followed by the performance of either
a curved-path or a Wxating step (as in this example). This
subtype is also presented in Fig. 3a (green curves).

Example 7e also consists of two bouts separated by a
Wxating step, but in this case they are performed in
opposite directions, as implied by the switch of the shift

of front (red line) from positive (left) to negative
(right) values. Steps # 3 and # 6 in the sequence are
additional examples of straightening steps, in this case
of closing steps. Finally, example 7f presents a
sequence in which the switch from positive to negative
shift of front is not mediated by a Wxating step. This is
accomplished by the performance of two successive
opening steps (# 3 and # 4). The performance of an
opening step followed by an opening step, or a closing
step followed by a closing step characterizes all
instances involving a direct switch in the direction of
shift of front. In contrast, the performance of a closing
step followed by an opening step, or vice versa, charac-
terizes all instances involving a continuous shift of
front in the same direction.

Discussion

Straight-runway walking versus traveling in a natural 
environment

Treadmills and straight runways have been useful for
focusing on footfall patterns, and on step kinematics of
individual appendages (e.g., Herbin et al. 2004; Ganor
and Golani 1980; Leblond et al. 2003). Progression at a
constant speed and progression along a straight path
are, however, more the exception than the rule for

Fig. 7 Six prototypical examples of bouts of progression along a
curved path. The x-axis represents the successive steps that make
up each bout. The left y-axis represents the change of direction
(blue), the landing intersection point (green), and the landing
direction (cyan). The right y-axis represents the amount of shift of
front in each step (red). The dashed line denotes the median land-
ing direction of all straight-path steps, and is used as a reference
for the landing direction line. Note that the parameters character-

izing each step are plotted on the vertical gray line denoting that
step. The examples show either a single bout of increasing length
(a–c) or two bouts sequences (d and e) in which alternate concat-
enation of opening and closing steps generates a continuous shift
of front in the same direction. Example f presents a sequence in
which the performance of two successive opening steps (# 3 and
# 4) causes an abrupt change in shift of front direction
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animals traveling through natural environments,
whereas knowledge of how animals move in the real
world, involving temporally varying and spatially com-
plex paths, is critical to understanding locomotor per-
formance (Dickinson et al. 2000). In the present study
we obtain such knowledge by a novel method of articu-
lating locomotion. First, we track the parts of the trunk
and the feet, during the support and the swing phases,
in the course of progression with various speeds, along
paths of varying curvature. Then we measure the
behavior in relation to selected origins of axes that
compress the apparent variability into relatively simple
constructs that highlight its intrinsic structure.

Coordinate systems and origins of axes for free trotting

Having designed an algorithm that captures trotting
sequences, we Wnd that the trot is the primary gait used
by C57 mice, and that this gait is maintained over a
wide range of curvatures and speeds. The apparent var-
iability in the movement of the swinging limbs is dimin-
ished once the supporting diagonal is used as a frame of
reference. Anchoring the supporting foreleg as an ori-
gin of axes, allows a compressed description of the tra-
jectory traced by the swinging diagonal. Viewing the
data from that perspective yields three types of steps,
whose concatenation engenders all the path forms cap-
tured in all the mice by the trotting algorithm.

Free trotting is generated by concatenating three types 
of diagonal steps

Once highlighted, the three diagonal step types can be
readily discerned, even by an untrained observer,
explicating the way in which the animal steers. Open-
ing, closing, and Wxating steps are performed when the
swinging diagonal, respectively, diverges, converges, or
maintained Wxed in relation to the supporting diagonal.
Each of these types is characterized by several, distinct,
kinematic properties (Fig. 3).

Reducing degrees of freedom as a means 
for simplifying locomotion

The necessity of reducing the number of degrees of
freedom during the performance of a complex move-
ment has long been recognized. This recognition has
lead Bernstein (Bernstein 1967) to deWne coordination
as the ‘process of mastering redundant degrees of free-
dom’. A clear example for the use of this coordination
principle is found in the movement of the octopus’s
arm. During fetching, the octopus articulates its un-
segmented arm into three temporarily rigid segments

thus reducing the hyper redundant number of degrees
of freedom (Sumbre et al. 2005).

It has long been noted that during straight-path
locomotion two-, four-, six-, and eight-legged animals
can reduce the number of degrees of freedom by trot-
ting, i.e., using two sets of propulsive virtual limbs one
after the other (Full 1989; Blickhan and Full 1993;
Dickinson et al. 2000). The set can diVer in the number
of legs used, one for a human, two per diagonal for a
dog, three per tripod for a cockroach, and four per set
for a crab, but the ground-reaction force patterns are
remarkably similar (Blickhan and Full 1993).

A reduction in the number of degrees of freedom has
also been demonstrated in studies on curved-path loco-
motion. For example, Xies (Strauss and Heisenberg
1990) maintain an alternating tripod gait at high speeds
(alternating triangles of Wrst and last leg on one side and
middle leg on contralateral side) in which the support-
ing tripods retain their shape through varying curvature
levels (Strauss and Heisenberg 1990). Similarly, in ants
there is a coordination of alternating tripods in a wide
variety of speeds and path curvatures (Zollikofer 1994).
Speed is regulated by the distance between consecutive
supporting tripods, and curvature is regulated by the
angle between the tripods and the central body axis, but
the shape of tripods is unaVected, neither by speed nor
by curvature. In both Xies and ants, tripods are the Wxed
building blocks of the gait: changes in the animal’s tra-
jectory are brought about by changes in the parameters
which regulate the relations between them.

While all the above studies focus on the supporting
limbs (propulsive set), this study adds a description of
the steering mechanism by depicting the dynamics of
the swinging set. There is an analogy between the
results obtained for the hexapodal gaits and those
obtained for the trotting mouse. The two supporting
tripods correspond to the alternating heavy diagonals.
The distance between consecutive supporting tripods
corresponds to the shift of the intersection point along
the heavy diagonal, and the angle between the tripods
and body axis correspond to the change of direction
between the diagonals.

An analogy also holds between curved-path bipedal
locomotion and curved-path quadrupedal trot. Several
studies examining turning behavior in humans identify
diverging and converging steps (Eshkol and Wachman
1958; Andrews et al. 1977; Hase and Stein 1999). Esh-
kol refers to them as ‘opening’ and ‘closing steps’, the
terminology we adopted in the present study. If we
regard the heavy diagonal as analogous to the support-
ing bipedal foot, and the light diagonal as analogous to
the swinging bipedal foot, then the correspondence
between quadrupedal and bipedal step types becomes
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evident. Similarly, Wxating steps are analogous to bipe-
dal straight-path steps, since in both cases the light
limb maintains its direction in relation to the base of
support. Opening, closing, and Wxating steps are pro-
duced from a common pattern by using diVerent
parameters, thus generating straight or curved paths.
An analogous generative rule has been found in the
production of straight and curved paths in bipedal
human locomotion (Courtine and Schieppati 2004).

Is swing phase similar during free locomotion 
in all virtually bipedal animals?

Trot is typically described as a ‘two-beat’ gait consist-
ing of two functional steps (Hildebrand 1965; Lee et al.
1999) performed over a wide range of speeds (Herbin
et al. 2004) in the transition between diagonal walk and
gallop (Farley and Taylor 1991). In C57 mice progress-
ing in speeds of up to 50 cm/s this gait constitutes the
main mode of locomotion (see also Lepicard et al.
2006), being used in a wider context than previously
considered (Figs. 8, S1). Previous studies highlighted
the essential similarity in the behavior of the support-
ing limbs during straight-path locomotion in all the ani-
mals that use two alternating propulsive sets. Here, we
highlight the similarity in the behavior of the swinging
limbs during curved-path locomotion. We expect that
the described regularities in the dynamics of the swing-
ing limbs would also apply in bipeds, quadrupeds,
hexapods, and octapeds.

Using the supporting foreleg as an origin of axes 
for measurement

A recent study on the ontogeny of locomotion in small
mammals showed that, regardless of age, foreleg land-

ing occurred at a highly standardized position below
the eye (Schilling 2005). This position remains stable
even during exaggerated lateral head movements
(KafkaW et al. 1996). Furthermore, deprivation of
visual input from forepaw during the sensitive develop-
mental period resulted in deWcits in guided placing
(Hein 1974). These Wndings support our choice of the
heavy foreleg as the normalizing zero point. It is tempt-
ing to speculate that the location of foreleg landing is
noted by the animal, recorded in its memory, and sub-
sequently used as a reference point. The regularity in
the relationship between this reference point and the
landing of the light diagonal could mean that the posi-
tion of this virtual limb is also monitored by the animal.

Non-trivial representations of movement in the CNS?

Studies on the neuronal control of locomotion in nor-
mal animals and in mice with mutations directed at
speciWc populations of spinal cord motor circuitry show
a correlation between spinal activity and basic kine-
matic parameters such as speed (Gosgnach et al. 2006),
left–right alternation (Kullander et al. 2003; Lanuza
et al. 2004), and Xexor–extensor phase relations (Yak-
ovenko et al. 2005). The evidence presented in this
study suggests that in addition to the search for such
basic parameters it might be proWtable to search for
non-trivial representations of movement in the CNS
(e.g., Bosco et al. 2005).
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Fig. 8 The predominance of trot in a wide context of speeds and
curvatures. This plot depicts a selected sequence of 8 s performed
by a speciWc mouse. Black rectangles represent frames in which
the corresponding foot was in contact with the ground. The color
gradient represents the magnitude of per-step shifts of front as in
Fig. 4. White represents frames which were not recognized by the
algorithm as trotting steps. The blue line represents trot variabil-

ity (see Sect. ’Calculation of trot variability’ in Supplementary
Material). The predominance of the checkerboard pattern im-
plies the use of the trot gait throughout diVerent speeds (length of
black rectangles), and diVerent curvatures (yellow and red bars).
Note that there is no direct correlation between trot variability,
curvature, and/or speed
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